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ayanami raising project is the 2nd game in a series of 3 that takes the player through the whole
neon genesis evangelion anime story line. it was released in 2000 for the playstation. it is a unique
and fun game where you are ayanami. you can recruit and teach your squad mates and they will
fight for you. the game spans the whole series and you can choose which characters you want to
fight as. there are 12 endings and each one is different. it is hard to explain but it is like a choose
your own adventure book. 2 years before the start of neon genesis evangelion the united nations

send a special team to tokyo-3 to investigate an unidentified flying object that was sighted over the
japanese city. while the investigation is in progress a huge explosion is reported near the city. the

scientists assume that the flying object might be responsible for the blast and the team is rushed to
the area. there the scientists witness the beginning of the neon genesis evangelion series. shinji ikari
and his friend asuka langley shikinami are the main protagonists. the series is about them trying to
understand what the flying object is. it will have a large impact on the world. you play a supporting
role. the game is set during the events of neon genesis evangelion. it will follow the events of the
anime up to the end of evangelion 13 and beyond. it will be a epic real time strategy game where

you take the role of the leader of the unit eva-1. you will lead your crew through the various battles
the story offers. the main story is the events of evangelion 3.0.
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shinji ikari raising project is a fighting video game
produced by broccoli for playstation 2 released on
november 28, 2006. the game has a similar visual
style to the anime series it is based on, both the

original series and the 1999 sequel, neon genesis
evangelion: death & rebirth. shinji ikari raising
project ( shinji ikari raising project[ ], shin seiki
ikari raising project) is a fighting video game

produced by broccoli for playstation 2 released on
november 28, 2006. it is the sequel to the 2006

release, neon genesis evangelion: death & rebirth
and the first game in the series to be made after
the release of the movie of the same name. it is
also the first game to feature shinji ikari and his
army of eva shinji ikari raising project (shin seiki

ikari raising project[ ], shin seiki ikari raising
project) is a fighting video game produced by

broccoli for playstation 2 released on november
28, 2006. it is the sequel to the 2006 release,

neon genesis evangelion: death & rebirth and the
first game in the series to be made after the

release of the movie of the same name. it is also
the first game to feature shinji ikari and his army

of eva you got me. i'm kind of obsessed with
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neone genesis evangelion. but in all seriousness, i
like getting to see these games in english.

whether they be games i own or ones that i just
like. so what are you waiting for? go download it
and play it. girlfriend of steel (pc version) > neon

genesis evangelion ayanami raising project pc
download meijin no sengoku hikouki is a japanese

strategy game, released for the game boy
advance in 2003. it is the first game in the series

and has been ported to virtually every other
platform, including the playstation 2, playstation
portable and playstation 3, and the xbox 360. the
game boy advance version features the original

storyline from the anime, a few extra endings and
an exclusive "humanoid" ending. story: the game
is set in a fictitious universe where the president
of the united states is overthrown by a terrorist
group that uses a powerful mecha known as the

"cell." the overthrown president, who was the real
power behind the throne, leaves a war criminal

named "sanada yukimura" behind to run the
country. this is where the game begins. sanada is
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